
The Earth Spins on its Axis
Imagine that the Earth has a rod that passes
through its centre. The rod comes out of the top
of the Earth at the North Pole, and it comes out
of the bottom at the South Pole. If you connected
the Earth and its rod to a stand, and shrank it all
down to a much more manageable size, you
would have a model of the Earth that you
probably know as a globe.

The top and bottom of the rod in a globe are
supported on a stand. This enables the globe to
spin. The real Earth also spins, even though
there’s no rod to spin around and no stand to
support it in space. Scientists usually call the
imaginary rod an axis. They describe Earth’s
spinning in space as “rotating on its axis.” This
simply means that the Earth spins (rotates) as f
it had a rod running through it between the
North and South Poles.

Earth’s Axis Is Tilted
Notice that the axis rod of a globe is

tilted to one side. This is because the
Earth’s axis is tilted at an angle of
23.5° from an upright position.

A cirde is made up of 3600. Use a protractor
to measure the angle that the Earth’s

imaginary axis is tilted in this diagram. What
measurement does the protractor show?

upright position
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The Cycle of Daytime and Nighttime

The Earth rotates in a
counterclockwise direction.
We experience daytime
light when the Earth’s
rotation spins us so we
face toward the Sun. We
experience nighttime
darkness when the Earth’s
rotation spins us so we face
away from the Sun. The
time it takes for the Earth
to go through one cycle
of daytime and nighttime
is 23 h, 56 mm, 4 s. We
usually round this number
off to 24 h. Each cycle of
24 h is one full rotation.

.YOUHNOW[
Many early cultures explained daytime
and nighttime by saying that the Sun moves
in a circular path around a motionless Earth. To
do this the Sun would have to travej at speeds of”over 25 million kilometres per hour in order
fà make the tr oiJnd Earth in 24 hours.
That’s extremely fast. When the Space Shuttle
is moving at top speed, it is only travelling about
28 thousand kilometres per hour. To create daytimeand nighttime by orbiting Earth, the Sun ‘ould haveto move a thousand times faster than the space shuttle.

(

(

F
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e Earth, Sun Relationship
Night Cycle

1) The tilted on an imaginary line called an

________

2) It is tilted

_________________

degrees.

3) Draw a line that is tilted approximately that many degrees
from the line below.

4) What causes Day and Night?

5) Define Rotation:

6) One complete rotation of the Earth takes

________________

7) Identify and draw a picture of something else that rotates:



8) When the Earth spins us to face toward the Sun, we experience

_____________________

When the Earth spins us to face away from
the Sun, we experience

9) When it is Daytime in some parts of the world, it is Nighttime
in other parts of the world. Draw a diagram of the Sun and Earth
showing which parts are in day and which parts are in night.

Label and explain your diagram.

C



L
The Earth travels around the Sun in an oval-shaped path called an
orbit. It takes the Earth a little more than 365 days to make one
complete orbit around the Sun. That’s why a year is 365 days
long (and 366 days long in a leap year). One year is the time
it takes for the Earth to orbit once around the Sun.

Seasons change as the Earth orbits around the Sun.
The reason is that the Earth’s axis always points in the
same direction, no matter where the Earth is in its
orbit around the Sun. This means that the axis
points toward the Sun in June, but points
away from the Sun in December.

•IUNOW?
In summer, the Sun doesn’t set
in places close to the Arctic
Circle. These places have
continual daylight, even after
midnight, as you can see in the
photo. That’s why any place near
the Arctic Circle is called “The
Land of the Midnight Sun.” In
winter, the opposite occurs for
these places. The Sun doesn’t
rise, so it’s dark or very dusky
during the winter months.

The Reasons for the Seasons
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The Earth, Sun Relationship
The Reason for Seasons

1) The Earth travels around the in an oval-shaped
path called an

__________________

2) It takes the Earth

_______________

to make one complete orbit
around the Sun. One “trip” around the sun is one

______________

3) The Earth’s Axis always points in the

________________________

In June the Earth’s axis is tilted

________________

the sun, while in
December the Earth’s axis is tilted

______________________

the sun.

4) How does the length of day change with season?

5) What happens in the Arctic Circle during the summer? Why?

6) Define Revolution:

________________________________

7) Identify and draw a picture that represents “revolving”:



8) Summer occurs when a given location on Earth is tilted

TOWARDS the sun. The daylight arc is LONGER than the
nighttime arc, therefore it is warmer. Draw and label a diagram.

9) Winter occurs when a given location on Earth is tilted AWAY
from the sun. The daylight arc is SHORTER than the nighttime
arc, therefore it is colder. Draw and label a diagram.

1. Daytime occurs because:
a) The sun revolves around the Earth. So when the sun is above us

(facing us), it gives us heat and light.
b) The Earth spins. So when we spin to face the sun, it gives us heat

and light.

2. Summer occurs because:
a) During the summer months, the Earth’s orbit brings it closer to the

sun which makes the distance the sun’s rays need to travel shorter
(hotter).

b) The Earth is tilted, so when it revolves around the sun certain parts
of the world get more direct sunlight and longer days (more heat).

c) For parts of the year, the Earth is tilted closer to the sun making the
distance that sun’s rays need to travel shorter, which increases
Earth’s surface temperature.
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THE SOLAR SYSTEM

THE MOON
arth’s closest neighbor in space, the Moon is the only other world
that humans have visited. Astronauts felt only one-sixth their

normal weight when they were on the Moon’s surface because gravity
there is much weaker than on Earth. It is too feeble even to stop gases
escaping into space, so the Moon is a dead world. There is no air, no
liquid water, and no weather to alter its surface. The mountains,
craters, lava, and dust have hardly changed over billions of years.
In the daytime, the temperature on the Moon
gets higher than the boiling point of
water. During the night, which lasts
for 14 of our days, it plunges
to —300°F (—185°C).

MOUNTAINS AND “SEAS”
Samples of Moon rock and soil
were brought back to Earth by
U.S. Apollo astronauts and by
three Russian Luna probes.
They show that the Moon
formed about 4.6 billion
years ago. Unlike on Earth,
where some mountains are
the youngest landforms, the
mountains on the Moon are the
oldest part of its surface we can see.
After the mountains were formed, the
Moon was battered by meteorites and
asteroids. The largest punched right
through the surface rocks to the interior,

APOLLO MISSIONS TO THE MOON
The Moon landings
Six Apollo spacecraft each landed
two astronauts on the Moon
between 1969 and 1972.
The spacecraft were ‘-4
launched from Earth on
mighty Saturn V rockets,
and had three main parts:
the Command Module

_____________

and Service Module
(together known as the
CSM), and the Lunar
Module (LM).

1. The CSM. with three
astronauts inside, separated
from the Saturn V racket,
turned ai’ou.,d’rdeeked onto
the P4, whk was carried on the

:Ee1 unietjW -

A lunar crater
Apollo astronauts took

this view of the crater
Eratosthenes, which is

36 miles (58 km) acroc
Its walls have slumpec
down to form terrace
The Sun is ow in tr
sky, and the crater
walls are castirie Ion
deep shadows.

‘1 Features on
the Moon

With binoculars you ca’
see craters, dark plains,

and bright mountainous
regions on the Moon. Somc

of the easiest features to find
are shown on this picture of the

side of the Moon that faces Earth.
Mott lunar craters are named for
famous astronomers or other scientis

3. The LM fired rocket engines
to slow it down as it fell
toward she Moon’s surface.

tunar 1’
Module

2. The CSM and LM went intO Orbit
around die Moon. The L$WftftIWO
astronauts inside

-

C5M The third astrou
board di orbltln(C
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Irt1I

The moon is the largest object in thenight sky. It is 240,000 miles from Earth.The moon is our closest neighbor in space.The moon looks much larger than. thestars, but it isn’t. Its diameter is only onefourth of Earth’s diameter. You may besurprised to learn that the sun is about400 times larger than the moon.
The moon is a satellite of Earth. Asatellite is an object in space that orbitsanother object in space. Earth has onemoon. Some planets havemany moons.
The moon is the brightest object in thesky at night. But it does not give off lightof its own. The moon reflects light fromthe sun like a giant mirror.
Have you ever seen a full moon? Haveyou ever seen the moon when it looks likea sliver? During a month, the moon seemsto change shape. But it does not reallychange.

The moon seems to change shape asdifferent amounts of the moon are lit bythe sun. As more sunlight hits the moon,more light is reflected to Earth. Theamount of sunlight the moon reflectschanges a little each night.
The changing views of the moon arecalled phases. The pictures on this pageshow the phases you can see in a month.
Because the moon and Earth are close,the force of gravity between them isstrong. The moon’s gravity pulls the watersof Earth toward the moon. This pull makesthe level of the water in the oceansPhases of the Moon change. These changes in water levels arecalled tides.

14



Answer True or False.

1. The moon is the largest object in the night sky.
2. The moon orbits around Earth.

_______

3. The moon is 2,400 miles from Earth.

________

4. There is no force of gravity between the moon and E&th.

5. During a month, we always see the same shape of the moon.

6. A satellite is an object in space that orbits another object in
space.

Fill in the missing words.
V

V

1. The changing views of the moon are called

_________

(phases, tides)

‘2. Some planets have many
. (orbits, moons)

3. The moon gives off no

___________

of its own. (light, gravity)
4. The moon is a

______________

of Earth. (planet, satellite)
V

5. The changes in the levels of the oceans are called

_______

(tides, phases)
V

6. The brightest object in the night sky is the

________

. (moon, sun)
V

I
Answer the questions.

1. What causes tides?

______________________________________

1
.

V

2. Why does the moon seem to change shape?
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The Earth, Moon Relationship
Eclipses

1) Diagram and explain a Lunar Eclipse:

) Diagram and explain a Solar Eclipse:



Gravity: Mass arid Weight

Gravity is the attraction of one mass to another. It is the force that pulls an
object downward towards the centre of the Earth. There is very little of it
on the moon. This is why astronauts seem to float through the air when they
walk there. They need special suits to keep them grounded.

Mass is the amount of matter in a given object. An object’s mass will remain
constant, whether it is on Earth or the moon. The mass of an astronaut will
be the same on both places.

Weight is the force of gravity acting on an object. On the moon, an object
weighs less than it would on Earth. This is because the gravitational pull is
not as great as it is as it is on Earth.



Date:

_________________________

Name:

__________________

Gravitational Force

Estimate of Time Result of TimeStudent
Holding the Book Holding the Book

Why do you think the book became difficult to hold up?

8

I
What force was acting on the book?

U
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Calculating Weight on Planets/Moon

Planet/Moon Gravity Factor Student A’s Weight

Mercury 0.284

Venus 0.907
Earth’s moon 0.166
Mars 0.380
Jupiter 2.340
Saturn 0.925

Uranus 0.795
Neptune 1.125
Pluto 0.04 1

Have students look at the above chart and answer the following
questions:

• On which planet(s) would you weigh about the same as you
do on Earth?

• On which planet would you weigh the least?

• On which planet would you weigh the most?

• How would your mass be affected on the other planets?

EpIar.

A,


